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Abstract- This study aims to determine the constitutionality development on mineral and coal governance based on constitutions. Normative legal research with statutory and conceptual approaches is carried out in this study. The findings are in line with mineral and coal governance on Government Regulation (PP) Number 1, 2017, on the fourth amendment on Government Regulation (PP) Number 23, 2010 concerning the operational activity of mineral and coal mining. Contradicts to Law of Republic Indonesia Number 4, 2004 concerning Mineral and Coal mining, this is related to whether or not a mineral and coal governance in Indonesia has met the constitutions based. Carry-over requirements as a formality in Mineral and Coal Law formation has a potential problem. Mineral and Coal Law did not meet the carry-over procedure following Law of Republic Indonesia Number 12, 2011 concerning legislation making. Besides, the Central Leadership Council (DPP) did not play a role in the Law-making process. Those factors occurred in the Law-making process, which the problematic legal norms to appear in their formation and caused implementation problems. The problematic legal norms are (1) non-operational legal norms in mineral and coal law (2) conflict of norms in Mineral and Coal Law and Regional Government Law.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The constitution of a country is defined as the highest legal norm codified as a written document. The existence of a constitution in the Republic of Indonesia is crucial and considered nationalistic as it is in other countries. Constitutions regulate all aspects in achieving state objectives and national interests. The interest and welfare of the people of republic Indonesia are also included in aspects regulated in the constitution of Republic Indonesia. The Constitution of Republic Indonesia covers the role in regulating administrative, political, social, economic, and cultural life issues stated in articles 32, 33, and 34. The role is different from the constitution in other states. Jimly Asshiddiqi categorized the Law of the Republic of Indonesia as the economic and social constitution.[1]

The Constitution of the Republic of Indonesia is constitutionally stipulated as the highest legal constitution in Indonesia. It is a fundamental law in Indonesia applied to running state administration systems and interpreted as the general basis of other rules. Moreover, since mining activities are being used as a national development sector and the prosperity of the people, it is necessary to have a constitutional arrangement that provides guarantees and attention to the treatment of mining activities. It is written in a book entitled “Advances in Productive, Safe, and Responsible Coal Mining 1st Edition” that stated, “improvement in productive, safe and responsible coal mining include the latest advancement in coal mining technology and practices, thus guarantees and protection of natural resources are needed to be sustainable.”[2]

By understanding aspects of downstream activities under the constitutional mandate, the following task of the State is consistency in directing natural resource management policies, especially mining activities as aspired by the constitution.[3] The main issue with mining guarantees is the extent to which natural resource management can provide and impact the greatest prosperity of the people. However, the mining constitution is considered unconstitutional.

The unconstitutionality of mineral and coal governance constitutional development in Indonesia is regulated in the Law of Republic Indonesia, article 33 (4), “the organization of the national economy shall be conducted based on economic democracy upholding the principles of togetherness, efficiency with justice, continuity, environmental perspective, self-sufficiency, and keeping a balance in the progress and unity of the national economy.” Therefore, private ownership must be understood relatively, which means it is not 100% controlled by the State. Ownership rights need recognition from others for the rights owned by others.[4] In shared control by the State, the most important thing is how to ensure that the State remains decisive in the decision-making process on determining policies in the business entity concerned.

According to the Constitutional Court, divestment or privatization of the Government’s...
share ownership in the relevant state-owned enterprise cannot be considered a conflict with Article 33 of the 1945 Constitution.

The conflict of The regulation of the Minister of Energy and Mineral Resources of the Republic of Indonesia Number 5 and 6, 2017 with the Law of the Republic Indonesia Number 4, 2009 concerning Mineral and coal mining respond the Mineral and coal governance in Government Regulation Number 1, 2017 in Fourth Amendment of the Government Regulation Number 23, 2010 about the operational activity of mineral and coal mining. With this conflict, studies and discussions are needed to provide guarantees and certainty for the existence of the environment in mining activities, recognizing that the wealth of Republic Indonesia is given for future generations.[5]

The researchers limit this study to the constitutional development of mineral and coal governance in Indonesia regarding the constitutional status of mineral and coal constitution or the constitutional Mineral and coal governance. Unconstitutionality and conflict in the source of Law become the basis of necessity for certainty to provide guarantees in regulating mining activities.

II. RESEARCH METHOD

This research used a normative juridical method with a statutory approach or a conceptual approach in which the Law is the object of research. This approach is regularly used to analyze conflict norms.[6] This study analyzed article 33 of Law of the Republic of Indonesia 1945, Mineral and coal governance in Government Regulation (PP) Number 1, 2017 concerning the fourth amendment of Government Regulation (PP) Number 23, 2010, about “the mineral and coal mining operational activity”. The researchers involved those legal sources since responses have emerged that Government Regulation concerning Mineral and coal in Minister of Energy and Mineral Resources of the Republic of Indonesia Number 5 and 6, 2017 are contrary to Law Number 4, 2009 concerning “Mineral and coal mining”.

III. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

Constitutions exist as fundamental principles and norms that govern the power system and how the system works to achieve common goals in an organization.[7] When the organization recognizes as a State, the constitutions mentioned here consist of how the power of a state is used to achieve the State's objectives. The existence of a Government in a constitution becomes activities organized by and on behalf of the people. The Government further related to several restrictions on the State constitution in ensuring the power used appropriately. The guarantee and protection of the people's rights are the results of good government power.

The Government's power in ensuring and protecting people's rights reflected on the role and the massive contribution of the Government in the management of natural resources, specifically the mining activity. Mining activity needs special attention due to the justice in its management and utilization has not met the requirements. Natural resources have great potential for supporting nation-building and fulfillment of people's prosperity and welfare. The Government also needs to arrange the best environmental policy as an integral part of nation-building.[8] The Law of the Republic of Indonesia 1945, article 33 (3) emphasized that the land, waters, and natural resources within shall be under the powers of the State and shall be used to the most significant benefit of the people. When everyone utilizes a limited number of natural resources, individuals have the rationality to use them intensively, which leads to the decreasing of natural resources available, and all parties are at a loss.[9] The example is in the forest sector that has been run into degradation and deforestation, leading to open access forests.[10]

Legal sources concerning the mining activity in Indonesia run unconstitutionally and has the conflict between legal sources. The conflict was proven by the Minister of Energy and Mineral Resources of the Republic of Indonesia Number 5 and 6, 2017, which contradicts the Republic of Indonesia Number 4, 2009, concerning “Mineral and coal mining”. Besides, it is also related to article 33 of Law of the Republic of Indonesia 1945 and mineral and coal governance on Government Regulation (PP) Number 1, 2017, on the fourth amendment on Government Regulation (PP) Number 23, 2010 concerning the “operational activity of mineral and coal mining”. The life of more than 100 million people lay on small-scale mining activity.[11]

The Law of Mineral and coal has a potential problem in the way of its formation formality. The Law did not involve the carry-over requirements as mentioned in Law Number 12, 2011 concerning “Legislation making”, includes the potential problem of the absence of the Central Leadership Council (DPP) in its making. The House of Representatives of the Republic of Indonesia (DPR) proposed the bill concerning the amendment of Law Number 4, 2009, about “Mineral and coal mining” on the national legislative program priority list on February 2, 2015. Commission VII (energy, Mineral Resources, Research and Technology, Environmental Affairs) of DPR proposed the mineral and coal mining bill that substances are processing and refining the minerals in the
country. In Law Number 3, 2020, concerning the amendment of Law Number 4, 2009 about “mineral and coal mining” will be sued in the Constitutional Court. According to Law Number 8, 2011 concerning “Constitutional Court”, testing of the Law can be carried out on the Law’s material and the formal or procedure for forming the regulation.[12]

The Government has issued the Law concerning mining business activity, especially Mineral and coal. Article 33 (3) of the Republic of Indonesia 1945’s Law underscores that the State shall control the land and waters and natural resources contained and exploited for the best prosperity of the people is the basic regulation.[13] Law Number 11, 1967 on introductory mining provisions is the first Law in Indonesia, but the Law of Basic Provisions of Mining has been replaced with Law Number 4, 2009 concerning “mineral and coal mining” since February 2009. In the following years, Government Regulations, Ministerial Regulations, Director-General Regulations, and Regional Regulations, which are implementing Law Number 11, 1967, have gradually changed. With the strategic issues regulated in Law Number 4, 2009 regarding “the increase in value-added related to the downstream mining industry,” implementing regulations are made in Government Regulations and Regulations of the Minister of Energy and Mineral Resources.

When the Government Regulation Number 1, 2017 and the regulation of the Minister of Energy and Mineral Resources of the Republic of Indonesia Number 5 and 6, 2017 are legalized, the discussion arose from the public regarding the appropriateness of those Laws with Law Number 4, 2009 concerning “Mineral and coal mining”. The discussions were struggling in the substance of Government Regulation Number 1, 2017. The discussions give rise to various arguments. Those reasons impact social conflict[14] because the legal system is a peculiar form of social life.[15] In this case, awareness about the main legal problem behind Mineral and coal regulation is essential.

Regarding the controversy over the Mineral and Coal Law, the revision of the Mineral and coal law is still not constitutionally based because there are several problems, including:

1) Regarding the loss of the word purifying in Article 112C (4), Government Regulation (PP) Number 1, 2017, Law Number 4, 2009 confirmed “the mandate concerning oil and gas downstream activities”. Law Number 4, 2009 Article 102 and 103 required “enhancing the value-added of mineral and coal resources in processing and purification activities on domestic mine products”. However, Article 112C (4) confirmed that “Holders of IUP Production Operation, mentioned in number 2, conduct mineral and coal mining and conduct mineral processing and export its product in specific numbers.” Due to the absence of the word purifying after the word process in Article 112C number 4 in PP Number 1 of 2017, it can be said to eliminate one obligation that the holders of IUP or IUPK must fulfill. Law Number 4, 2009 stated that “no single word process stands alone, always side-by-side with purifying.” This has violated articles 102 and 103 (1).

2) The form of sub-delegation of the regulation on increasing value-added from Law Number 4, 2009 against the Minister of Energy and Mineral Resources. Article 112C point 5 of the Government Regulation Number 1, 2017 emphasized “details on purifying and processing, the minimum amount of purifying and processing, and export regulated in Minister Regulation.” Based on this Article, provisions regarding the implementation of processing and refining, minimum limits for processing and purification, and exports are regulated using a Ministerial Regulation instrument. Regarding the increase in value-added as referred to in Article 112C number 5, it used Government Regulation, not the Minister of Energy and Mineral Resources Regulation. It is regulated in Article 103 (3) Law Number 4, 2009 that stated further provisions concerning the increase of the value-add as stated in Article 102 and processing and purification as stated in paragraph (2) are to be regulated in Government Regulation.

3) The process and steps in making the Regulation of the Minister of Energy and Mineral Resources of the Republic of Indonesia. When Government Regulation Number 1, 2017, and the Regulation of the Minister of Energy and Mineral Resources of the Republic of Indonesia Number 6 and 7, 2017, were issued on January 11, 2017, these three Legal instruments were issued the same way. This study analyzed the issue with Law Number 12, 2011 concerning Legislation Making from the legal making. The Preamble to the Regulation of the Minister of Energy and Mineral Resources Number 6, 2017, states that the legal basis is from the Minister of Energy and Mineral Resources Number 5 of 2017. Then, the Preamble to the Regulation of the Minister of Energy and Mineral Resources Number 5 of 2017 stated the legal basis for Government Regulation Number 1, 2017.

4) Regarding the grant for mineral and coal export permit on the Regulation of Minister
of Energy and Mineral Resources Number 5, 2017, concerning “the increase in value-added of minerals through domestic mineral processing and refining activities” and the Regulation of the Minister of Energy and Mineral Resources Number 6 of 2017 about the “procedures and requirements for granting the export permit, essentially allowing mining actors to export with specific requirements.” Legally, those Laws are contrary to Article 103 of Mineral and Coal Law that required processing and refining of domestic mining production. Constitutional Court Decision Number 10/PUU-XII/2014 is fundamental for this legal basis. This confirms that there are no multiple interpretations and constitutional contradictions regarding domestic processing and purifying obligations.

However, several legal steps concerning the unconstitutionality of mineral and coal utilization in Article 103 of Mineral and Coal Law that said the holder of a Production Operations IUP and an IUPK is obligated to undertake processing and purification activities on domestic mine products. Furthermore, Article 39 of “Mineral and Coal Law” emphasized that “when IUP exploration is upgraded to an IUP Production Operation, processing, and purifying location must be. When mining permit holders (IUP) or special mining permit holders (IUPK) upgraded from exploration special mining permit holders to Production Operation Special Mining Permit holders, they need to do the processing and purification activities in the domestic area.” Issuing IUPK as regulated by Law Number 4, 2009, shows a difference with IUPK, which replaces KK as happened to PT. FI and PT AMNT. It should be analyzed where the IUPK’s legal foundation came from.

IV. CONCLUSION

The governance of Mineral and coal in Government Regulation Number 1, 2017 concerning the Fourth Amendment on Government Regulation Number 23, 2010 about the operational activity of mineral and coal mining conflicted with Law Number 4, 2009 on Mineral and Coal mining. This is related to the constitutionality of Mineral and Coal in Indonesia that is questionable. As stated in the Mineral and Coal Law, the potential problems occur in its formation in carry-over requirements. The mineral and coal law found out to be neglected the carry-over procedure as stated in Law Number 12, 2011 concerning legislation making. The absence of the Central Leadership Council (DPP) in legislation-making influences the missing requirements in the law-making process, leading to implementation problems.
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